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Abstract

The aim of this work is twofold�

to unify� systematize and extend the known results of the analytical

	i
e
 formula�wise� counting of directed and undirected circulant graphs

with a prime or� more generally� square�free number of vertices
to develop a general combinatorial framework for the counting of non�

isomorphic circulant graphs with pk vertices� p odd prime� k � �


The general problem of counting circulant graphs of order pk is decom�

posed into Cat	k� well�speci�ed enumerative P�olya type subproblems with
respect to certain Abelian groups where Cat	k� denotes the k�th Catalan

number
 These subproblems are parametrized by the monotone underdiag�

onal walks on the plane integer 	k � ��� 	k � �� lattice
 The descriptions

are given in terms of equalities and congruences between multipliers acting

on sets of numbers in accordance with an isomorphism theorem for such

circulant graphs
 Tables contain new numerical results
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Introduction

A graph is called a circulant graph �or simply a circulant� if it possesses an
automorphism which cyclically permutes all the vertices� Circulants are vertex�
transitive graphs with interesting and attractive properties�

From the earliest days of the study of circulants it became clear that their pro�
perties depend heavily on the multiplicative nature of its order �a graph is said
to be of order n if n is the number of its vertices�� The structural theory is simple
for prime orders n 	 p �though the divisors of p � � should also be taken into
account�� Accordingly
 it is a simple matter to count non�isomorphic p�circulants
and this has been done by several researchers for various types of directed and
undirected graphs� But every wider class of orders required a great amount of
e�orts� A considerable progress has been achieved in studying circulants for
prime�power and �more recently� square�free orders� Here we are concerned with
both these cases�

If some combinatorial objects are natural and interesting for study
 their enu�
meration �in various senses� constructive
 analytical and asymptotic� is also a
natural and interesting task� This is the case for circulants� As typical for enu�
merative combinatorics in general
 only a certain small but highly rigorous part
of structural and algebraic properties of objects is signi�cant for counting� In
principle
 the isomorphism theorems that have been previously obtained for the
above�mentioned orders n are sucient to count circulants analytically� However
the real picture is somewhat more vague�

First of all
 by their nature
 circulants are not only combinatorial but algebraic
and number�theoretic objects as well� Therefore they are described in terms
slightly inconvenient for enumerative combinatorics� On the other hand
 the base
group �up to which� circulants are counted looks very simple� it is a cyclic group
or a direct product of cyclic groups� This facilitates the counting indeed and pro�
vides a systematic way for enumerating circulants of square�free orders� However

for the case of prime�power orders
 another dicult problem arises instead �as we
shall see later�� a subtle and awkwardly structured set on which this group acts�
Thus
 there is a gap between the e�ective main algebraic isomorphism theorem
for circulants of order pk and enumerative consequences from it� Do �closed
 ex�
plicit� formulae exist� In Section � we give an answer a�rmative in the following
sense� the problem is decomposed into a certain set of ordinary well�speci�ed
subproblems of group orbit counting� Each one concerns a subgroup of the direct
product of k cyclic groups that acts multiplicatively on certain subsets of num�
bers� Every subproblem can be resolved by the ordinary P�olya method� But their
diversity and setting compexity grow exponentially quickly with k� the subprob�
lems prove to be in one�to�one correspondence with the monotone underdiagonal
walks on the plane �k � ��� �k � �� lattice
 in which terms their combinatorics is
described e�ectively� Accordingly
 the overall number of the subproblems is equal
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to the k�th Catalan number Cat�k� 	
�

k � �

�
�k

k

�
�i�e� we have �� �� �� ��� ��� � � �

subproblems for k 	 �� �� �� �� �� � � �
 respectively�� For k � �
 �nding a general
uniform solution of them as a function of the specifying walks remains an open
question�

Recently
 M� Klin with the present authors have succeeded in counting circu�
lants of order p� �KliLP�x� by resolving both arising subproblems� This was the
�rst enumarative result for the case when the so�called �Ad�am �single�multiplier�
isomorphism condition does not hold �see ����� As a matter of fact
 this condi�
tion corresponds to one �and the simplest�� of the subproblems for any k� The
above�mentioned paper develops also a quite another �structural� approach to
the count of circulants
 which well supplements the present one� In few words

the structural approach uses a detailed information on the lattice of the auto�
morphism groups of circulant graphs relying upon the fact that in certain cases
all necessary information can be obtained by algebraic methods of S�rings�

As for counting circulant graphs of square�free orders
 we solve this problem
completely up to calculating explicitly the corresponding cycle indices� Moreover

we obtain uniform formulae for various well�known classes of circulant graphs�
directed
 undirected
 self�complementary and tournaments� This form of results
looks new even for prime orders�

The paper is concerned only with the enumeration� It is basically self�contained
though it is assumed the knowledge of common enumerative methods �generating
functions
 P�olya�s theory
 etc�� see for example �KliPR��
 Ch� �� and �Ker��
 Ch� �
and ��� as well as of elementary �multiplicative� number theory
 �permutation�
group theory and graph theory�

In order to serve partially as a state�of�the�art survey
 the paper contains the
complete �as far as we know� bibliography of analytical circulant graph enume�
ration� It comprises also references to some related publications
 including ones
devoted to constructive enumeration�

� Basic de�nitions

�� Groups and group actions As usual
 ZZ stands for the ring of integers�
Let n be a positive integer
 ZZn �	 f�� �� �� � � � � n � �g and ZZ�n �	 ZZn n f�g� We
denote by ZZ�n the set of numbers in ZZn relatively prime to n
 so that jZZ�nj 	 ��n�
where ��n� is the Euler totient function�

In the sequel
 all arithmetic operations are regarded modulo n unless otherwise
stated� It is often convenient to represent a residue class modulo n by an appro�
priate member
 not necessarily the least one� Elements of ZZn are also meant as
the corresponding residue classes rather than simply integers�
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ZZn forms a ring with respect to addition and multiplication� In particular
 ZZn
is an additive cyclic group of order n and ZZ�n is a multiplicative abelian group

which is referred to as the prime residue class group �modulo n��

Given a group G and an action of it on a set U 
 we denote this as �G�U� where
the action
 i�e� the corresponding homomorphism from G to the symmetric group

Sn� n 	 jU j� is implicit� �G�U� is a permutation group if and only if this action
is faithful�

Z�n� denotes a regular cyclic permutation group of order �and degree� n
 i�e�
generated by an n�cycle� Usually we take ��� �� �� � � � � n� �� as such a cycle� Up
to similarity of permutation groups
 this is the regular presentation of ZZn
 i�e�
Z�n� �	 �ZZn�ZZn��

D�n� denotes the transitive dihedral permutation group of degree n and order �n�

The action of g � G on u � U will be denoted as ug�

�� Sum� product and join of groups Given two groups G and H acting on
disjoint sets U and V 
 we de�ne their direct sum �G�U���H� V � �	 �G�H�U ��V �
and direct product �G�U�	 �H� V � �	 �G�H�U � V �� In both cases this is the
direct product of two groups which acts on the �disjoint� union and on the direct
product of two sets respectively� These two actions are de�ned by the following
rule� for any �g� h� � G	H� u � U and v � V 


u�g�h� �	 ug� v�g�h� �	 vh

for �G�U�� �H� V � and
�u� v��g�h� 	 �ug� vh�

for �G�U�	 �H� V �
 respectively�

Given a group G and two its actions �G�U� and �G�W � on disjoint sets U and
W 
 their join �G�U� �
 �G�W � �	 �G�U �� W � means the same group and its
combined actions de�ned by the following rule� for any g � G and v � U �� W 


vg �	

�
ug for v 	 u � U
wg for v 	 w � W

�

�G�U� �
 �G�W � is the �diagonal� subgroup of the direct sum �G�U�� �G�W ��
This natural operation �going back to Burnside� is typical for combinatorial enu�
meration though we could not �nd an explicit description of it in the literature�

�� Cycle index The polynomial

I�G�U� 	 I�G�U��x� 	 I�G�U��n� x�� x�� � � � � xn� �	
�

jGj
X
g�G

Y
i��

x
ai�g�
i

of degree n 	 jU j in the variables x�� x�� � � � � xn denotes the cycle index of a group
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G with an action on a �nite set U where ai�g� 	 ai�g� U� stands for the number
of disjoint cycles of length i in g� This is one of the main enumerative tools�

Working with cycle indices of groups which act on sets of heterogeneous ob�
jects it is convenient to use variables of several di�erent types� In particu�
lar
 we shall sometimes use cycle indices not only in variables x but also in
y and even in xy where x �resp�
 y� is the generic notation for the sequences
x�� x�� � � � � xn �resp�
 y�� y�� � � � � yn� of variables and xy denotes all pairwise pro�
ducts x�y�� x�y�� � � � � xnyn�

�� Faithful action Let �G�U� be a group with an action and �G�U� the
corresponding faithful permutation group
 i�e� the quotient group G 	 G�K
where K 	 fk � G �u � U � uk 	 ug and the action of G is induced from that
of G on U via ug 	 ug for g 	 Kg� Then the following simple and useful property
holds�

�
 Lemma I�G�U� 	 I�G�U��

Proof�

I�G�U� 	
�
jGj

P
g�G

Q
i��

x
ai�g�
i 	 �

jGj

P
k�K

P
g�G

Q
i��

x
ai�kg�
i

	 �
jGj

P
g�G

P
k�K

Q
i��

xai�
g�

i 	 �
jGj

P
g�G

jKjQ
i��

xai�g�i 	 I�G�U��

�

Thus
 both polynomials coincide
 in spite of the fact that the numbers of their
members are di�erent by de�nition� Therefore the conversion to the faithful
action provides no analytical and computational advantages� This implicitly
well�known property will be henceforth referred to as the Indi�erence lemma�

�� Cycle indices of cyclic groups For the regular cyclic group Z�n� 	
�ZZn�ZZn� it is easy to see that

IZ�n� 	
�

n

nX
i��

x
�i�n�
�i�n��i ��� ���

where �i� n� and �i� n� denote the g�c�d� and l�c�m�
 respectively� It follows
�cf� �Ker��
 p� !��� that

IZ�n� 	
�

n

X
rjn

��r�xn�rr ��� ���

since ��r� enumerates the exponents i� i � n� with �i� n� 	 n�r�

Denote for brevity

In�x� �	 IZ�n��x�� ��� ���
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In particular for prime n 	 p
 IZZ�p 	 Ip���x� 	
�

p��

P
rjp��

��r�x�p����r
r �

Given sjn
 the cyclic group ZZs is a subgroup of ZZn and we may consider ZZn
as acting �additively mod s� on ZZs� Let Z�n� s� denote this group action� In
particular
 Z�n� n� 	 Z�n�� Then
 by Indi�erence lemma ���


IZ�n�s� 	 IZ�s�� sjn� ��� ���

For the dihedral permutation group D�n� with odd n we have �see �Ker��
 p� !����

ID�n� 	
�
�
�IZ�n� � x�x

�n�����
� �� ��� ���

For our aims
 only actions of cyclic groups and groups built from them by means
of the operations de�ned in ��� are necessary� The corresponding cycle indices
are built by the following lemma�

�	 Lemma Let �G�U�� �G�W � and �H� V � be groups with actions where the
set U is disjoint with W and V � Then

I�G�U���H�V � 	 I�G�U�  I�H�V �� ���!���

I�G�U���H�V � 	
�

jGjjHj
X
g�h

Y
i�j

x
�i�j�ai�g�aj �h�
�i�j� ���!���

and

I�G�U� ���G�W ��x�y� 	 I�G�U��x� �
 I�G�W ��y� ���!���

where

I�G�U��x� �
 I�G�W ��y� �	
�

jGj
X
g�G

Y
i��

x
ai�g�U�
i y

ai�g�W �
i � ���!���

Proof� The �rst two formulae are well known
 see �Ker��
 p� !��� Formula ���!���
is evident by de�nition� �

�� Remarks � The operation � �
� for cycle indices as de�ned by ���!���
depends not only on the polynomials by themselves but also on the underlying
group G
 namely on the correspondence of terms in both cycle indices to the
same element g � G� For cyclic groups
 the result can be obtained in almost
straightforward fasion based on formula ��� ���� In general
 the cycle index of
an action of an arbitrary cyclic group is calculated by the cyclic structure of
the generating permutation
 though the formula can look combersome� Here is
a particular case
 used subsequently� Let n 	 ps� p prime
 �p� s� 	 �� Then

taking into account ��� ���
 we obtain
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IZ�ps�s��x� �
IZ�ps��y� 	
�

ps

�X
rjs

�p� ����r�xs�rr ys�rpr �
X
rjs

��r�xs�rr yps�rr

�
� �������

� For checking calculations with cycle indices it is useful to take into account
the following evident identity valid for an arbitrary group acting on an n�element
set�

IG�x�jfxr	�trgr�������� 	 tn� �������

In particular


IG�n� �� �� � � � � �� 	 ��

�� Residue generators of ZZ�pk We shall use some multiplicative properties
of integer numbers�

For n 	 pk
 as well�known
 ZZ�n is a multiplicative cyclic group of order pk���p� ���
Moreover
 it is possible to �nd an integer � 	 ��p� which is a primitive root
�i�e� a generator of ZZ�pk� for all k and is such that � � � � p� �necessarily
p� � � �mod p���� Instead
 following H� Hasse �Has �
 p� ��� we shall make use
of representing this cyclic group as the direct product of two cyclic groups of
orders pk�� and p � �
 respectively� The �rst group is generated by the number
� � p �which is really of order pk�� modulo pk�� The second group is gener�
ated by an element w 	 w�p� k� such that w is a primitive root modulo p �i�e�
hwi 	 ZZ

�
p �mod p�� and satis�es the congruence wp�� � � �mod pk�� In other

words
 w is of order p�� both modulo p and pk��� Such an element w does exist�
if � is a primitive root modulo pk
 then one can simply take w 	 �p

k��
� Thus


every element m � ZZ�pk has a unique representation

m 	 wi�� � p�j �mod pk� �������

for some i � f�� �� � � � � p� �g and j � f�� �� � � � � pk�� � �g�
Moreover
 the multiplier � � pi� i � �� is of order pk�i modulo pk since

� � pi � �� � p�p
i��
� �������

��� Congruences versus equalities The following elementary property is
convenient for manipulating congruences modulo di�erent p�power bases�

Let i� j and l be positive integers such that i � j� i � l
 and let h be a number
considered modulo pj� Then the equation

x � h �mod pl� ��������

has a unique solution x mod pi� It is simply h considered
 coarser
 modulo pi� In
other words
 we may replace congruence �������� by the equality

x 	 h

�and in this form
 x just as h is considered modulo pj�� Of course this assertion
is not valid for greater values of i�
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��� Graphs Throughout we shall use the terms graph and undirected graph

so that a graph means a directed graph� Accordingly
 we speak about edges
�i�e� ordered pairs of vertices� and undirected edges �unordered pairs of vertices��
Undirected graphs are identi�ed with symmetric graphs
 i�e� undirected edges are
identi�ed with the corresponding pairs of edges directed oppositely� All graphs
�directed or undirected� are without loops and multiple edges� We recall some
graph theoretical notions and notations�

If " is a graph
 we write " 	 "�V�E� where V 	 V �"� and E 	 E�"� � V � V
are the sets of its vertices and edges
 respectively�

Graphs " and "� are called isomorphic �denoted by " �	 "�� if there is a bijection
g between V �"� and V �"�� which induces a bijection between E�"� and E�"��� In
the case " 	 "�
 the permutation g is called an automorphism of "
 and " is called
invariant with respect to g� All such g form the automorphism group Aut�"��
By de�nition
 it is considered as a permutation group on V �"�� In particular

Z�n� is the automorphism group of a complete directed n�cycle and D�n� is the
automorphism group of an undirected n�cycle�

An n�graph means a graph of order n
 i�e� having n vertices� Usually
 for de��
niteness
 the set of vertices of an n�graph is taken to be ZZn�

An edge �u� v� is said to be out�incident �or simply incident� to u and in�incident
to v� Accordingly
 v is called �out��adjacent to u� An undirected edge �u� v� is
called incident to u and v�

The out�valency �or simply valency� of a vertex means the number of edges out�
incident to it� The in�valency is de�ned analogously�

A regular graph �of valency r� is a graph with coinciding out� and in�valencies
�equal to r� for all vertices�

The complete n�graph is the graph containing all possible edges between its ver�
tices� It is the only regular graph of valency n� �� It is symmetric and can thus
be regarded as an undirected graph� The null graph is the n�graph with no edges�

��� Circulants A circulant graph
 or simply a circulant
 means a graph " on
ZZn which is invariant with respect to the cyclic permutation ��� �� �� � � � � n� ��

i�e� we have

�u� v� � E�"� 	� �u� �� v � �� � E�"��

Sometimes it is useful to mean by a circulant graph
 instead
 an n�graph which is
invariant with respect to an arbitrary n�cyclic permutation� Up to isomorphism

both de�nitions are equivalent� Sometimes
 however
 in order to make a di�erence
between the de�nitions
 in the second case we speak of freely circulant graph�

The connection set of a circulant " is the set

X 	 X�"� �	 fv � ZZ�n ��� v� � E�"�g
of all vertices adjacent to the vertex ��
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A circulant " is completely speci�ed by its connection set X� In fact


E�"� 	 f�u� v� u� v � ZZn� v � u � X�"�g�

Accordingly
 we write " 	 "�ZZn� X�
 in short
 " 	 "�X�� Obviously
 "�X� is
a regular graph of valency jXj� In algebraic terms
 "�X� is simply the Cayley

graph of the cyclic group ZZn with respect to X� The sets X 	 � and X 	 ZZ
�
n

represent the null and the complete graphs
 respectively�

Sometimes in the literature
 circulants are called cyclic or rotation�al� graphs and
their connection sets are called symbols�

��� Undirected circulants Suppose v � X�"�
 i�e� ��� v� is an edge of
the circulant "� Applying the permutation ��� �� �� � � � � n � ��n�v
 we see that "
contains also the edge �n�v� ��� Therefore the connection set X of an undirected
circulant n�graph " is symmetric
 which means v � X if and only if n � v � X
for any v � ZZ�n
 or simply �X 	 X where �X �	 f�v v � Xg�
Given a connection set X of a circulant graph
 Xsym �	 X � ��X� denotes its
symmetrized connection set of the corresponding undirected circulant graph�

On the the other hand
 let X be a symmetric connection set� Then Xred 	
X � ZZ

�
n��
�

for odd n and Xred 	 X � ZZ�n
�
for even n will denote the reduced

��halved�� connection set� It is clear that an undirected circulant n�graph "�X�
is completely de�ned by Xred
 and di�erent undirected circulant graphs possess
di�erent reduced connection sets�

��� Circulant tournaments and self�complementary graphs A tourna�
ment means a complete anti�symmetric graph
 i�e� a �directed� graph in which for
any pair of di�erent vertices u� v there exists exactly one edge connecting them�
�u� v� or �v� u��

Two graphs on the same set of vertices are called complements of each other if
they contain no edge in common but every possible edge belongs to one of them�
In particular
 the complete and null graphs are complements of one another�

The converse of a graph " means the graph de�ned on the same set of vertices
and consisting of edges �v� u� such that �u� v� � E�"��

A self�complementary graph means a graph isomorphic to its complement�

A self�converse graph means a graph isomorphic to its converse� In particular

all undirected graphs are examples of self�converse graphs �with respect to the
identity isomorphism�� For tournaments this notion coincides with that of self�
complementary tournament�

Self�complementary and self�converse graphs possess additional symmetries and
are therefore interesting for consideration and enumeration �cf� �Sri!��
 �Rob���
and �PalR�����
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The connection set X of any circulant n�tournament satis�es the conditions
X � ��X� 	 � and X � ��X� 	 ZZ

�
n� Conversely
 any X that meets these two

conditions represents a circulant n�tournament�

The complement of a circulant "�X� is the circulant "�ZZ�n nX�
 and its converse
is the circulant "��X��

It is clear that a circulant n�tournament can exist only for odd n
 in which case
it is a regular anti�symmetric graph of valency r 	 jXj 	 �n � ����� Self�
complementary graphs are also of valency r 	 �n � ���� and
 thus
 exist only
for odd n� Moreover
 undirected self�complementary n�graphs can exist only if
�j�n� �� since they contain n�n � ���� edges� Note
 �nally
 that an undirected
regular graph of valency r contains rn�� edges
 so that r and n cannot be odd
simultaneously�

��
 Remark As has been recently established �cf� �BroH��� and �Als�y��

undirected self�complementary n�graphs exist if and only if �j�p � �� for any

prime p dividing n�

��� Notations for the numbers of circulantsWe are interested in counting
several types of circulant graphs� For convenience
 the type will be designated in
the subscript� Henceforth�

� Cd�n� denotes the number of non�isomorphic �directed� circulant n�graphs�

� Cu�n� denotes the number of non�isomorphic undirected circulant n�graphs�

� Ct�n� denotes the number of non�isomorphic circulant n�tournaments�

� Csd�n� andCsu�n� denote the numbers of non�isomorphic self�complementary
directed and undirected circulant graphs respectively�

� Cd�n� r� and Cu�n� r� denote the corresponding numbers of �regular� cir�
culants of valency r and cd�n� t� and cu�n� t� are their ordinary generating
functions �polynomials in the variable t��

cd�n� t� �	
X
r�


Cd�n� r�t
r and cu�n� t� �	

X
r�


Cu�n� r�t
r�

Clearly Cd�n� 	 cd�n� �� and Cu�n� 	 cu�n� ��� The functions cd and cu can also
be extended to multigraphs �cf� �Zha�����

� Background results

As a trivial consequence of the notion of the connection set
 we can count all
circulants
 �labelled� as they are called in enumerative combinatorics
 i�e� such
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that two circulants are counted as di�erent unless they coincide� In other words

labelled graphs are de�ned on the same set of vertices and �non�trivial� isomor�
phisms between them play no role�

�� Lemma For an arbitrary n	 there exist exactly


� �n�� n�circulants and
�
n��
r

�
r�regular n�circulants�

� �bn��c undirected n�circulants and
�
bn��c
r

�
r�regular undirected n�circulants�

� ��n����� n�tournaments	 n odd�

Here bxc denotes the integer part of x�

Proof� �n�� is simply the number of subsets and
�
n��
r

�
the number of r�subsets

of ZZ�n
 each of which can serve as a connection set of a circulant� In the undirected
case
 one may choose only from ZZ

�
bn��c �see ������ Finally
 for tournaments we are

to make �n� ���� arbitrary pairwise choices from � and n� �
 � and n� �
� � � 

n��
�

and n��
�
� �

As a matter of fact
 we aim at counting �unlabelled� circulants
 that is up to
isomorphism� As usual
 the labelled enumeration serves as an intermediate sub�
sidiary step to that end�

In the labelled case we must distinguish circulant and freely circulant graphs as
they are de�ned in ����� the underlying cyclic automorphism is now essential�

�� Corollary Suppose n 	 p is prime and � � r � p � �� The number of
labelled r�regular freely circulant p�graphs of each of the following types
 �di�
rected� graphs	 undirected graphs and tournaments � is equal to �p���� multiplied
by the corresponding number given in Lemma ����

Proof� In the case of prime n 	 p
 a freely circulant n�graph cannot be invariant
with respect to two di�erent complete cycles unless it is the complete or null graph
or these cyclic permutations are powers of each other� This assertion follows easily
from the well�known structure of the group Aut�"� for prime p �see �ChaW!��

�DreKM���
 �FarKM��� and references in the latter work�� Namely
 we need only
to know that Aut�"� turns out to be a cyclic p�group or a Frobenius group
 that
is a nonregular transitive group with no non�identity element �xing more than
one point� Therefore in any case
 jAut�"�j 	 jA
j� jA�j�� where Ai denotes the
subset of elements having exactly i �xed points� On the other hand
 by Burnside�s
formula for the number of orbits �see below�
 we obtain � 	 �

jAut���j
�p � jA�j��

Hence from these two formulae
 jA
j 	 p � �� But this is just the number of
di�erent non�identity powers of a p�cycle�
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Thus
 the set of freely circulant graphs " is partitioned in accordance with the
regular cyclic subgroups of Aut�"�� There are �p � �����p � �� 	 �p � ��� such
groups
 and the number of circulants corresponding to each of them
 in the three
cases
 is equal to the one pointed out in Lemma ���� �

The paper �ChaW��� contains some other more detailed enumerative results for
labelled freely circulant p�graphs� The approach of its authors is based upon
known properties of the automorphism groups and simple reduction to the unla�
belled enumeration� No results are known for composite n�

Now we pass to unlabelled circulants and isomorphisms between them� The
following simple result plays a key role in the theory of circulants�

�� Lemma For an arbitrary n	 let X and X � be two connection sets such
that

mX 	 X � �M��

for some integer m prime to n where

mX �	 fmv v � Xg� �������

Then the n�circulants "�X� and "�X �� are isomorphic�

Proof� In fact
 the mapping 	m � v �� mv� � v � ZZn
 is an isomorphism� It is
a bijection from ZZn onto itself since m � ZZ

�
n is invertible� Let �u� v� be an edge

of "�X�
 then
 by de�nition
 v � u � X� Now �u� v��m 	 �mu�mv� is an edge of
"�X �� since mv �mu 	 m�v � u� � mX 	 X �� Thus
 "�mX� �	 "�X�� �

�� Remark For undirected circulant graphs
 Lemma ��� is clearly also valid in
terms of their reduced connection sets� Note that Lemma ��� may be formulated
in a more general context
 namely
 for any Cayley object of ZZn ��Bab!!�
 �P�al�!��

i�e� for a relational structure on the set ZZn such that all �right� translations are
automorphisms of the structure�

�
 Corollary Any circulant graph is self�converse� In particular	 any circulant
tournament is self�complementary�

Proof� This is simply the case m 	 �� in the condition �M�� of Lemma ����
�

�� Layers In view of Lemma ��� it is natural to partition the elements of
X 	 X�"� into layers according to their greatest divisors common to n� such a
divisor remains invariable with respect to multiplying by any number m � ZZ

�
n�

For any ljn we denote

X�l� �	 fv j v � X� �v� n� 	 lg ��� ���

and call X�l� the l�layer of "�X��
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�	 One�multiplier equivalence Two connection sets X and X � satisfying
the condition �M�� are called equivalent �more exactly
 one�multiplier equivalent
with respect to the multiplier m��

�� �Ad�am�s conjecture Sometimes
 �M�� is also referred to as Adam�s condi�
tion �though Lemma ��� was known long ago�� A� �Ad�am in ��Ad�a !� conjectured
the opposite assertion
 namely


A�n� � The connection sets of isomorphic circulant n�graphs are equivalent�

In principle
 of course
 directed and undirected circulants should be considered
separately� But
 usually
 the choice is meant only implicitly�

In such a general setting this conjecture is false even for the class of undirected
circulants� Therefore two natural questions arose long ago and have been actively
discussed since then� to detect the values of n for which the conjecture A�n� is
valid and to �nd appropriate generalizations of it to other values� These questions
are not the subject of the present paper� But we shall discuss them in the course
of the whole paper because our approach to the count of circulant graphs heavily
relies upon isomorphism criteria�

The following theorem is well known�

�� Isomorphism theorem for p�circulants The conjecture A�n� is valid
for prime n 	 p�

This is not a dicult assertion and several its proofs were published since the
�rst one given in �Tur !�� An ecient proof suitable for various generalizations
can be obtained in the framework of S�ring theory �see �KliLP�x���

��� Historical remark In fact �see
 for example
 �HJP����
 the origin of this
direction of researches should be attributed to the thirties
 when S� Bays and
P� Lambossy proved similar assertions for various classes of combinatorial ob�
jects which are de�ned on p points and possess a �cyclic� automorphism of order
p�

Lemma ��� and the validity of �Ad�am�s conjecture imply important consequences
for enumeration�

��� Corollary If the conjecture A�n� is valid for a given order n and a given
set of n�circulants	 then the number of non�isomorphic circulant graphs under
consideration is equal to the number of orbits of the group ZZ

�
n in its induced

multiplicative action on the connection sets� �

This assertion makes it possible to apply P�olya�s enumeration theory to the count
of circulants�
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��� Enumeration schemes Let A be an arbitrary class of combinatorial
objects de�ned on an n�set V of points� Then counting non�isomorphic objects
in A in the framework of P�olya#Red�eld�s enumeration theory can be described

in a rather general form
 to consist of the following principal tasks�

� to �nd a group G acting on A in such a way that two objects a�� a� � A are
isomorphic if and only if ag� 	 a� for some g � G �usually G � Sn and the
action of elements of G on A is induced naturally by relabelling points��

� to count
 for any given g � G
 the number of objects inA which are invariant
with respect to g
 i�e� the number jfa � A ag 	 agj�

� to apply the well�known orbit enumeration formula which is usually called
Burnside�s �or the Cauchy#Frobenius#Burnside� lemma�

Sometimes
 the last two steps can be replaced by more ecient steps based upon
P�olya�s theorem of counting �cf� �KliPR��
 ����
 �Ker��
 p� !�� or �PalR����� To
that end
 one needs�

� to �nd an intermediate class B of objects de�ned on the same points such
that A 	 �B
� i�e� the objects under consideration are interpreted as all

possible subsets of B ��con�gurations� of ��gures�
 in the terminology of
G� P�olya���

� to describe carefully the induced action of the group G on B and to con�
struct its cycle index�

� to make an appropriate substitution of variables in the cycle index �usually
such as xr �	 � � tr� r 	 �� �� � � �� and
 whenever possible
 to simplify the
result�

For example
 if A is the class of graphs then we may take G 	 Sn and B 	
f�u� v� u� v � V g�
There are also various modi�cations and generalizations of the second scheme

and later we shall use some of them giving only necessary references and brief
explanations�

Now
 from the foregoing results it is clear that both schemes are well applicable
to circulant graphs
 provided the conjecture A�n� is valid for a given n� In fact

all enumerative results published so far have been obtained just in this way� In
terms of these schemes we have�

� G 	 ZZ
�
n
 the structure of this Abelian group being well known and rather

simple for any n�

�Or
 more generally
 A � dB 
 the set of all functions from B into a d�element set
 d � ��
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� B 	 ZZ
�
n
 that is the set of �the connection sets of� circulant graphs can be

identi�ed with �ZZ
�

n �and the multiplicative group ZZ�n acts on the subsets of
ZZ

�
n by formula ���������

So that we need to describe the action of the group ZZ�n on ZZ�n
 i�e� to describe
�ZZ�n�ZZ

�
n� and to �nd its cycle index� After that we need to �nd
 if any
 the

appropriate substitutions of variables for various types of circulant graphs� And
for some types
 as we shall see later
 certain ad hoc reasons should be used�

��� Remark As we mentioned in the Introduction
 there exists also an alter�
native �structural� approach to the enumeration of circulant graphs developed
in �KliLP�x�� Instead of isomorphism criterions in terms of multipliers
 it uses
the lattice of the automorphism groups of circulants� For certain orders n �such
as p� p� and other� this lattice can be described e�ectively� This approach is
completely based upon the technique of S�rings �cf� �P�os!��� unlike the present
paper
 where we use only one type of result of this theory� isomorphism theorems�
The structural approach is closer to the constructive enumeration and results in
quite di�erent counting formulae even for the circulant graphs of order p�

� Counting circulant graphs of prime orders

As a preliminary step we provide here enumerative formulae for all our classes
of circulant graphs of prime orders� These results are not new but seem to have
never been presented in such a uni�ed and simpli�ed manner�

�� Application of the general scheme Theorem ��� enables us to apply
the general enumerative schemes ����� But in the case of prime n 	 p
 the
enumeration is simpli�ed considerably �in comparison with the general case� by
the fact that ZZ�p 	 ZZ

�
p� This means that we need to consider simply the regular

action of ZZ�p on itself
 i�e� the permutation group �ZZ�p�ZZ
�
p� 	 Zp��� Thus
 its

cycle index is de�ned by formula ��� ���� Now it remains only to �nd appropriate
substitutions of variables�

For directed circulant graphs
 all subsets of ZZ�p without restrictions can serve as
their connection sets� This is just the case covered by P�olya�s theorem� Therefore
the counting polynomial in t is expressed as In�x�jfxr	���trgr�������� where r denotes
the valency� The overall number of nonequivalent sets is obtained by substituting
t �	 � or
 in other words
 xr �	 � for all r� In the latter case we could
 instead

reason equally well in terms of Burnside�s lemma� This yields the desired result
for Cd�p� r�� cd�p� t� and Cd�p��

Remarkably that the other two quantities of directed circulant graphs under
consideration can be obtained from the same cycle index through appropriate
substitutions� Again
 the conventional enumerative technique is applicable to this
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end� As we know from ����
 the self�complementary circulants are described by
the self�complementary connection sets
 i�e� by those X for which mX 	 ZZ

�
n nX

for some m� It is well known in general �see �PalR��� or �Ker��
 p� !��� that the
number of such self�complementary sets is obtained by substituting x�i �	 � and
x�i�� �	 � for all i �or
 in other words
 t �	 �� in the above substitution�� In our
case
 this means that we simply exclude the monomials containing variables with
odd indices� This approach yields
 evidently
 much simpler explicit expressions
than ones appeared in �ChaW��� and �ChiL� ��

No tournament possesses an automorphism of even order� This follows from con�
sideration of edges between the opposite vertices of a cycle c of even order� any
c�invariant graph must contain either all of these in both directions or none� This
contradicts the de�nition of tournaments� Thus
 contrary to the previous case

we must exclude the even�index variables� Besides
 the other terms possess only
a half degree of freedom� In other words
 we put x�i �	 � and x��i�� �	 � �i�e�

x�i�� �	
p
�� for all i�

Undirected circulant graphs can be counted with the help of a di�erent per�
mutation group than one used for directed circulants� This is the dihedral
group �cf� formula ��� ��� for the corresponding cycle index�� But undirected
circulant graphs can be also encoded by reduced connection sets as described
in ���� �cf� also Remark ����� Therefore there is another more customary way
to use the modi�ed �halved� permutation group
 i�e� the subgroup of index �
in �ZZ�p�ZZ

�
p� 	 Z�p � ��� It is simply Z�p��

�
� �cf� �Tur !�� with the cycle index

I p��
�
�x��

The ordinary P�olya substitutions xr �	 � � t�r for all r applied to I p��
�
�x� give

rise to cu�p� t� while the substitutions x�i �	 � and x�i�� �	 � �or
 equivalently

the subsequent substitution t� �	 �� after P�olya�s one� give rise to Csu�p� as
above� Here �r in the exponent of t re$ects the fact that any undirected edge
consists of two edges and contributes � into the valency �and the valency of "�X�
is equal to �jXredj where Xred � ZZ

�
p��
�
��

Thus
 we have proved the following theorem�

�� Theorem For n 	 p an odd prime	

cd�p� t� 	 Ip���x�jfxr	���trgr��������

cu�p� t� 	 I p��
�
�x�jfxr	���t�rgr��������

Ct�p� 	 Ip���x�jfxr	�
gr even� fx�r	��gr odd

Csd�p� 	 Ip���x�jfxr	�
gr odd� fxr	��gr even

Csu�p� 	 I p��
�
�x�jfxr	�
gr odd� fxr	��gr even �

�
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These formulae cover numerous counting results published earlier in �Dav ��

�Tur !�
 �Als!��
 �Ast!��
 �Dav!��
 �Als!��
 �ChaW!��
 �ChiL� �
 �Zha���
 �Ray���
and �Als�x��

�� Corollary If p is a prime number such that q 	 �p� � is also prime	 then

cu��p� �� t� 	 cd�p� t
��

and

Csu��p� �� 	 Csd�p��

�The �rst four such primes are p 	 �� !� ��� �� with corresponding q 	 �� ��� �!�  ���

Proof� Indeed
 substitute q 	 �p�� instead of p in the second and last formulae
of Theorem ���� �

�� Example Let p 	 ��� We have here

I���x� 	 �

��
�x��� � x� � �x�� � �x�� � �x� � �x���

whence

Cd���� 	
�

��
���� � � � �  �� � �  �� � �  �� � �  �� 	 ����

Now


Ct���� 	
�

��
�� � �  ��� 	  

and

Csd���� 	
�

��
�� � �  �� � �  �� � �  �� 	 ��

Similarly

I�x� 	 �

 
�x� � x�� � �x�� � �x��

Cu���� 	
�

 
�� � �� � �  �� � �  �� 	 ��

and

Csu���� 	
�

 
��� � �  �� 	 ��
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� Circulant graphs of square�free orders

�� Isomorphism theorem for circulants of square�free orders �Muz���
The conjecture A�n� is valid if n is square�free�

This assertion has been conjectured and actively discussed in the literature long
ago� Numerous partial results had been obtained
 in particular for n 	 pq
�see �KliP!��
 �AlsP!��
 �God��� and �P�al�!��� As we mentioned above
 M� Muzy�
chuk proved this theorem by using a strong algebraic technique of S�rings�

�� Remark In general
 according to �Muz��� and �Muz�x�
 the conjectureA�n�
�both for directed and undirected graphs� is true for n 	 ep�p�   pk where
p�� p��    � pk are pairwise distinct odd prime numbers and e � f�� �� �g�
 and it
is false for all other numbers greater �� �cf� �P�al�!��� See Section ! for some
additional details� Besides
 the same isomorphism theorem is known to be valid
for certain particular subclasses of circulant graphs of an arbitrary order
 for
example
 undirected graphs of valency � �cf� �Sun��� and �Li���� or those for which
X consists only of numbers prime to n
 i�e� X 	 X��� � ZZ

�
n �cf� �Cha����� In

any of these cases we could apply the same technique to count the corresponding
circulants�

Now we are in the position to count circulant graphs of square�free orders� This
will be done mostly as in the preceeding section�

�� The group ZZ�n and its actions The structure of ZZ�n
 as an abstract group

is well known from number theory� For square�free n
 ZZ�n 	

Q
pjn
ZZp�� where

Q
denotes the direct product �if n is even
 p 	 � may be
 of course
 excluded from
the product��

As a permutation group
 ZZ�n is also the direct product of regular cyclic groups
Z�p� �� when it is considered as acting multiplicatively on itself� Thus
 its cycle
index is expressed by formula ���!��� in terms of the cycle indices of the factors�
But we need to consider the action of ZZ�n on the whole ZZ�n� For brevity
 let this
group action be denoted by �ZZ�n� �that is
 �ZZ�n� 	 �ZZ�n�ZZ

�
n��� It is a �multiple�

join as de�ned in ���� Therefore the cycle index of the direct product should be
modi�ed appropriately according to formula ���!���� new factors appear in each
summand� It is a straightforward though somewhat awkward technical matter�
the action on a layer ZZ�l�

n � ljn� is calculated by formulae ��� ��� and ��� ��� �see
formula �������� cf� also �WeX����� Discussing these questions goes beyond the
framework of our research� It is only worth recalling that I�ZZ�n� is described in
terms of the multiplicative orders of its elements rather than in terms of the very
multipliers� these orders are divisors of ��n��

Likewise
 as explained in ����
 for undirected circulants we need
 instead
 to
consider the action of ZZ�n on the set ZZ�n��

�
� Let the resulting group action be
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denoted by ��ZZ�n���

As a matter of fact
 the cycle index of ��ZZ�n�� could be expressed through that
of �ZZ�n� by some tricky change of variables� We need not to do this and shall
consider both polynomials separately�

�� Substitutions Provided that the cyclic index of the required group action
has been constructed
 it remains only to �nd the appropriate substitutions of
variables�

For odd n there are no distinctions in comparison with the particular case of prime
n� We can only add that the corresponding substitution for tournaments could
be applied separately to the factors IZ�p��� before using them for constructing
I�ZZ�n� since the number �i� j� is even if and only if at least one of i and j is even�
see formula ���!���� Due to this
 many summands vanish �a similar reduction is
possible for the class of self�complementary circulants�� cf� the papers �Ast!��
and �Ray��� for details concerning the particular cases n 	 p or n 	 pq�

Consider now the case of even orders
 that is
 circulants with �n vertices
 n odd
square�free� Here
 instead of working with I�ZZ��n� and I��ZZ��n��
 there is a possibility
to make use of I�ZZ�n� and I��ZZ�n�� but only slightly modifying them for calculating
cd��n� t� and cu��n� t��

Namely
 as can be easily seen
 to calculate cd��n� t� and cu��n� t� we may do the
following�

� take I�ZZ�n� and I��ZZ�n�� respectively�

� raise all their members to power � �because we have now the cycle of order
�n instead of n��

� multiply �nally the result by an additional variable %x� in both cases�

The latter factor corresponds to a possible contribution from the pecular set of
symmetric edges ��spokes�� connecting the opposite vertices ��� n�
 ��� n� ��� � � �

�n� ��� � � �
 ��n� �� n� ��� In terms of connection sets
 these edges correspond
to the case when n � X� But instead of the above modi�cation
 we can use
directly the same polynomials I�ZZ�n� and I��ZZ�n�� with the modi�ed substitutions
xr �	 �� � tr�� and xr �	 �� � t�r�� respectively� moreover
 %x� �	 � � t�

Finally
 as we know
 for even n
 tournaments and self�complementary graphs do
not exist�

The above considerations are summarized in the following theorem�
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�
 Theorem Let n be an odd square�free positive integer	 then

cd�n� t� 	 I�ZZ�n��x�jfxr	���trgr��������

cu�n� t� 	 I��ZZ�n���x�jfxr	���t�rgr��������

Ct�n� 	 I�ZZ�n��x�jfxr	�
gr even� fx�r	��gr odd

Csd�n� 	 I�ZZ�n��x�jfxr	�
gr odd� fxr	��gr even

Csu�n� 	 I��ZZ�n���x�jfxr	�
gr odd� fxr	��gr even

cd��n� t� 	 �� � t�I�ZZ�n��x�jfxr	����tr��gr��������

cu��n� t� 	 �� � t�I��ZZ�n���x�jfxr	����t�r��gr���������

�

�� Examples We illustrate Theorem ��� and the preceeding considerations
for the values n 	 �� and ��� For a better understanding
 in the cycle indices we
shall use separate variables re$ecting the actions on the di�erent layers �namely

in these examples
 on the ��
 ��
 �� and !�layers��

We have ZZ��� 	 ZZ� � ZZ� as an abstract group� Applying formulae ���!�� and
������� after some e�orts we obtain

I�ZZ���� 	
�

�
�x��y

�
�z

�
� � x��y

�
�z� � x��y

�
�z

�
� � x��y

�
�z� � �x��y�z

�
� � �x��y�z���

Then substituting xr 	 yr 	 zr �	 � � tr� r 	 �� �� � � �
 we calculate

cd���� t� 	 � � �t� ��t� � ��t� � ��!t� � � �t� � ���t � ���t�

� ���t� � � �t� � ��!t�
 � ��t�� � ��t�� � �t�� � t���

Now we �nd Ct���� 	 � � Csd���� 	 �� and Cd���� 	  !������� Likewise

I��ZZ����� 	
z�
�
�x��y

�
� � x��y

�
� � �x�y��

and by the corresponding substitutions we calculate

cu���� t� 	 � � �t� � !t� � ��t � ��t� � !t�
 � �t�� � t���

Csu���� 	 � �cf� Remark ����� and

cu���� t� 	 � � t �  t� �  t� � ��t� � ��t� � ���t � ���t� � �!�t�

� �!�t� � ���t�
 � ���t�� � !��t�� � !��t�� � ���t��

� ���t�� � !��t� � !��t�� � ���t�� � ���t�� � �!�t�


� �!�t�� � ���t�� � ���t�� � ��t�� � ��t�� �  t� �  t�� � t�� � t���

Likewise

I�ZZ���� 	
�
��
�x��� y


�z

�
� � x�y


�z� � x�y

�
�z

�
� � x�y

�
�z� � �x��y

�
�z

�
� � �x�y

�
�z�

� �x�yz
�
� � �x�y�z��
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whence Cd���� 	 ���! and Ct���� 	 Csd���� 	 ��� Finally

I��ZZ����� 	
z�
 
�x�y

�
� � x��y

�
� � �x��y� � �xy���

whence cu���� t� 	 ���t���t����t���t��� t�
���t�����t����t���t���t�


and Cu���� 	 �������

� Circulant graphs of order p
k

Prime�powers represent another generalization of primes
 and our results for cir�
culant graphs of such orders considerably di�er from the previous ones� Here we
only reduce the enumeration to a certain number of well�speci�ed problems of
P�olya�s type�


� pi�Layers For n 	 pk �p prime�
 we partition any connection set X into k
layers according to the divisibility of the elements of X by powers of p�

X 	 X�
� �� X��� ��    �� X�k��� �������

where the i�layer is X�i� 	 X � piZ�
pk�i �the set p�iX�i� can be regarded modu�

lo pk�i�� In designations of �� 
 X�i� 	 X�pi��

The following theorem plays the crucial role in the subsequent considerations�


� Isomorphism theorem for pk�circulants �KliP��
 Theorem ���� Let
n 	 pk �p an odd prime� and " and "� be two pk�circulants with the connection
sets X 	 X�"� and X � 	 X�"��	 respectively� Then " and "� are isomorphic if
and only if their respective layers are multiplicatively equivalent	 i�e�

X �
�i� 	 miX�i�� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� �Mk�

for an arbitrary set of multipliers m
� m�� � � � � mk�� which satisfy the following
constraints
 whenever the layer X�i� satis�es the non�invariance condition

�� � pk�i�j���X�i� �	 X�i�� �Rij�

for some i � f�� �� � � � � k � �g and j � f�� �� � � � � k � � � ig	 then the successive
multipliers mi� � � � � mk�j�� must meet the congruences

mi�� � mi �mod pk�i�j���
mi�� � mi�� �mod pk�i�j���

  
mk�j�� � mk�j�� �mod p�

�����
���	 �Eij�

A similar isomorphism theorem is valid for p 	 � as well �GolNP��� but with
minor pecularities� Therefore we exclude this case from the further consideration�
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It is clear that
 in principle
 this theorem is sucient to split the count of pk�
circulants into a number of P�olya type problems �cf� ������ But in order to achieve
this aim rigorously
 we need to examine thoroughly the restrictions of the theorem
and their interactions�

Henceforth
 to facilitate comprehension
 we shall write pairs of parameters brie$y
as ij or in parentheses separated by commas
 so that
 for example
 �R�i�j�� denotes
the same as �Rij��


� Decomposition The conditions in Theorem ��� imply a number of proper�
ties important for enumeration� Instead of a single multiplier acting on the con�
nection sets by �M��
 we have k multipliers acting on the layers by �Mk�� These
multipliers form certain �near�diagonal� subgroups of the direct sum Z�

pk �    �
Z�
pk �in fact
 of Z�

pk � Z�
pk�� �    � Z�

p� speci�ed by the combinations of con�
gruences �Eij�� And
 moreover
 the �induced setwise� action of such a restricted
subgroup is de�ned exactly on the connection sets that meet the corresponding
non�invariance conditions �Rij��

There are
�
k
�

�
non�invariance conditions �Rij�
 and all their combinations to�

gether with the remaining invariance conditions must be considered as separate
action constraints� But not all of such combinations are signi�cant� due to con�
gruence �������
 the implication

�Rij� 	� �Rij�� �������

holds whenever j � � j� Thus
 for each i
 no more than one condition �Rij� should
be selected and placed into a combination of constraints on connection sets�

This means that we can split �additively� the count of pk�circulants into k� �pri�
mary� subproblems Qf � Every Qf is parametrized by an integer�valued function
f � ��� k � �� � ��� k � �� satisfying the restriction i� f�i� � k� � for all i� The
problem Qf is speci�ed exactly by the set of the non�invariance conditions

Rf 	 f�Rij� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� j 	 f�i�� j � k � �� ig �������

and the set of the corresponding congruences

Ef 	 f�Eij� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� j 	 f�i�� j � k � �� ig� �������

For uniformity we put j 	 f�i� �	 k���i whenever for some i
 no condition �Rij�
is presented in Rf �

The exact choice of the set Rf means that it should be complemented by the set
of all invariance conditions

�� � pk�i�j���X�i� 	 X�i� ��Rij�

that do not contradict Rf by implication �������� For each i it suces to take
��Rij� with the maximal possible value of j
 i�e� Qf is speci�ed by the set of the
additional conditions
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Tf 	 f��R�i�j���� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� j 	 f�i� � �g� �������

They are valid for the case when f�i� 	 k � �� i as well�


� Subproblem speci�cation Now the problem Qf can be formulated as
follows�

count the orbits of the group

Gf 	 �Z�
pk � Z�

pk�� �    � Z�
p��Ef

acting multiplicatively component�wise on the set Cf �see below� of
connection sets satisfying the restrictions Rf�Tf as de�ned by �������
and ��������

Here �Ef denotes taking the subgroup of multipliers that meet all congruences in
Ef � Gf is considered in its induced setwise action as de�ned by formula ��������

Cf is the disjoint union

Cf 	 C�
�f�
��
�S C���f����

�S    �S C�k���f�k����
�S Ck�� �������

where the set C�i�f�i�� consists of all subsets of piZ�
pk�i satisfying the condition

�R�i�f�i��� if f�i� � k � �� i and
 moreover
 satisfying the condition ��R�i�f�i�����
if f�i� � �� Ck�� is the set of all subsets of pk��Z�

p with no restrictions�



 Base points The reduction ��� is a straightforward consequence of The�
orem ���� But there is a possibility to reduce the collection of subproblems by
joining some of them and
 what is more important
 simplifying their settings at
the same time�

The idea is to make use of the similar implication between the congruences

�Eij� 	� �Ei�j� �������

whenever i� � i� It is immediate from the de�nition of �Eij�� Therefore
 if two
primary subproblems Qf and Qf � di�er only in index pairs that are connected by
implications �������
 then Ef 	 Ef � and Gf 	 Gf � � Thus
 instead of orbits of two
groups with actions �Gf �Cf� and �Gf � �Cf ��
 we can count orbits of their join
 i�e�
we may replace the problems Qf and Qf � by one new combined problem�

As a result
 we arrive at the following collection of enlarged enumerative problems
Pb which are speci�ed by Gb and Cb and will be denoted by Pb 	 �Gb�Cb�� Here
b is any �possibly
 empty� set of pairs ij which satisfy the inequalities i� j � �
and i� j � k � � and are mutually incompatible in the partial order

ij � i�j � �� i � i� & j � j ��

In other words
 for no di�erent pairs ij and i�j � in b
 the inequalities i � i� and
j � j � hold simultaneously� Therefore we can present b as the following ordered
sequence of pairs�
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b �	 fisjs s 	 �� �� � � �g 	 fi�j�� i�j�� � � � i� � i� � � � � � j� � j� � � � �g� �������

Let also

b��� �	 fi�� i�� � � �g
denote the sequence of i�indices of the pairs in b in ascending order� Now

Gb 	 �Z�
pk � Z�

pk�� �    � Z�
p��Eb �������

where Eb 	 f�Eisjs� isjs � bg and �Eb denotes
 as above
 taking the subgroup
of multipliers that meet all congruences in Eb�


� Lattice walks To specify Cb
 it is convenient to represent pairs ij by
points of the plane integer lattice� More exactly
 we consider the triangle 'k of
points with integer coordinates ij satisfying the inequalities � � i� � � j and
i � j � k� 'k contains the main diagonal fij i � j 	 k� i� j � �g and the
subdiagonal fij i� j 	 k� �� i� j � �g while
 by de�nition
 the points isjs of b
lie strictly below them� The points from b are called the base points
 all points
below the subdiagonal are called proper and the points on the main diagonal and
subdiagonal are called improper�

Consider the region Ub in 'k consisting of the subdiagonal and all proper points
ij such that i � is and j � js for some isjs � b�

In these terms
 the problem Pb combines the primary subproblems Qf with ar�
bitrary functions f whose graphs lie in Ub and pass through all the base points

i�e� �i� f�i�� � Ub for any i and f�is� 	 js for any is � b��� and isjs � b�

More explicitly
 Ub is speci�ed by the set wb of all its lowest points in the columns
together with all its extreme left points in the rows� Let us augment the region
Ub by the main diagonal� Ub 	 Ub � fij i � j 	 k� i� j � �g� Now take every
point ij � 'k such that both neighbouring points below and to the left of it �i�e�
the points �i� j � �� and �i� �� j�
 respectively� belong to wb� We adjoin all such
points to wb and denote the extended set
 thus obtained
 by Wb� Then
 clearly

Wb forms a monotone
 right� and downwards
 k�walk going from the point �k to
k� and possessing the property that b is the set of all proper zigzag points on
Wb turning it counterclockwise �i�e� its proper south�west corners�� Vice versa

for any monotone k�walk
 the set of all its points together with the points lying
over them up to the main diagonal forms the region Ub for some b�

An example is depicted in Fig� � where the solid circles ��� present the base
points while the hollow circles ��� present the other points on the walk� The
points lying over the walk and belonging to Ub are emphasized�

It is evident that for any b
 there exists a unique monotone walk Wb and it can
be constructed according to the following rules�

��� Start with �k and move down �to the south��
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�
� oj 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

� o�oj 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

! � oj  	 	 	 	 	 	

  ��o�oj 	 	 	 	 	

�  � � o�oj 	 	 	 	

�    � oj  	 	 	

�     oj �  	 	

�     oj � �  	

�     ��oj � � 
�     � ��o�o�o�o

j�i � � � � � �  ! � �

Figure �� A ��walk and its base point set b 	 f� � ��� ��g

��� Any time after turning to the east �counterclockwise� proceed to move
horizontally until reaching the nearest point situated over a base point or
on the main diagonal� There turn down �clockwise��

��� Any time moving down �including the start� go until reaching the base
point
 if any in the column
 or otherwise one step only �to the corresponding
subdiagonal point�� Here again turn to the east and go on in the same
manner until reaching the point k��

Note also that clockwise turns are just the points we have added to wb in order
to obtain Wb�

In this way we have established a one�to�one correspondence between arbitrary
base point sets and monotone k�walks� The cardinality of the latter is known

to be equal to the k�th Catalan number Cat�k� 	
�

k � �

�
�k

k

�
�cf�
 for exam�

ple
 �HilP���
 �Sta�x� and �DerZ�����

Let 
b�i� denote the row number of the lowest point of the set Ub �and Wb

by de�nition� in the i�th column
 � � i � k � �� In particular
 
b�is� 	 js if
isjs � b� In Fig� �
 the other corresponding points ij � Wb with j 	 
b�i� �hole
circles� are emphasized� In general
 
b�i� is a monotone decreasing ��ladder��
function that can be easily calculated� if i is such that is � i � is�� for some
s � � �or i is greater than or equal to the greatest is � b���� and i� js � k
 then

b�i� 	 js
 otherwise �including the case i � i� when i� � �� 
b�i� 	 k � i � �
�the corresponding subdiagonal point��
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In these terms
 the set Cb combines the connection sets Cf with all possible
functions j 	 f�i� taking values j � �
b�i�� k��� i� for any i �� b���� This means
that for such i
 no restriction �Rij� is endowed while we have the following set of
the non�invariance conditions

Rb 	 f�Risjs� isjs � b� s 	 �� �� � � �g ��� ���

and the following set of the invariance conditions

Tb 	 f��R�i��b�i����� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� 
b�i� � �g� ��� ���

In Fig� �
 the points with coordinates �i� 
b�i�� ��
 i�e� lying directly below the
walk
 are marked as �#��

In general
 these are much simpler restrictions in comparison with Cf �formula
�������� especially when the set b consists of points isjs with small coordinates�
The most dramatic reduction takes place for b 	 f��g� Pf

g covers �k � ��� pri�
mary subproblems Qf and its connection sets are restricted by the only condition
�R

��

Speaking formally
 we obtain here the disjoint union

Cb 	 C�
��b�
��
�S C����b����

�S    �S C�k����b�k����
�S Ck�� ��� ���

where C�i��b�i�� 	 C�i��b�i�� �cf� �������� if i 	 is � b��� for some s �i�e� �i� 
b�i�� � b�
and
 otherwise
 C�i��b�i�� consists of all subsets of p

iZ�
pk�i satisfying the single con�

dition ��R�i��b�i�����
 provided 
b�i� � � �the latter condition has no meaning if

b�i� 	 ���

Thus
 we have obtained the main result of this paper�


	 Theorem The number of non�isomorphic circulant pk�graphs equals the
sum of the solutions of Cat�k� of orbit enumeration problems Pb 	 �Gb�Cb�
where the group Gb of multipliers is de�ned by formula ������� and Cb is the
set of all connection sets satisfying the restrictions Rb�Tb as speci�ed by ��� ���
and ��� ���� �

Each Pb is a �routine�
 though possibly tedious
 P�olya type problem� Really

due to representation ������� of numbers
 Pb can be described as dealing with the
count of invariant subsets of a certain set with respect to the induced action of
the corresponding group�

Of course the same decomposition takes place for all subclasses of circulant pk�
graphs considered above� undirected graphs
 tournaments
 etc�

Recall that asymptotically Cat�k� grows exponentially
 namely
 as �����k�����k�


� Equalities between multipliers The description of Gb can be simpli�ed
further due to the following idea� The non�invariance condition �Rij� can be
rewritten in terms of the set p�iX�i� � Z�

pk�i� Accordingly
 multipliersmi together

with the numbers in this set can be considered modulo pk�i� Let us consider the
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system of congruences �Ei
�� In the �rst congruence mi�� � mi �mod pk�i���
 the
left�hand member mi�� is de�ned modulo pk�i��� Therefore
 according to ����

this congruence may be replaced by an equality� The same holds for the other
congruences making it possible to rewrite all of them in the form of �diagonal�
equalities mk�� 	 mk�� 	 � � � 	 mi�� 	 mi� In particular
 the non�invariance
relation �R

� implies that all multipliers m
� m�� � � � � mk�� coincide� This is just
�Ad�am�s condition �M��
 the simplest case�

Now let us discuss such questions in general� given an arbitrary base point set
b
 which congruences in Eb 	 f�Eisjs� isjs � bg are redundant and which ones
can be replaced by equalities�

If ��Rij� � Tb
 then mi and the elements of X�i� are de�ned up to the factor
� � pk�i�j�� of order pi�j��� Thus
 we may now consider mi modulo pk�i�j��

a fortiori narrowing the domain of the multipliermi and the group Gb� Generally
speaking
 by Indi�erence lemma ���
 this is unessential for the count of orbits
and we may consider Gb up to such possible re�nements� But it enables us
to transform some congruences into equalities� In this manner
 the number of
multipliers generating Gb can be reduced� It is natural to reduce Gb as much as
possible� Let G �

b
denote the resulting reduced group� Then G �

b
is generated by �b

independent multipliers ��the multiplier rank�� where �b 	 k� b and b stands
for the number of �independent� congruences in Eb which are representable as
equalities� In particular
 �b 	 � means that the group G �

b
corresponds to �Ad�am�s

condition
 i�e� it is generated by a single multiplier�

Observe also that
 given mi
 the congruence mi�� � mi �mod pk�i�j���� j � �

provides pj degrees of freedom for selecting a value of mi��� Then for any such
value
 the next congruence mi�� � mi�� �mod pk�i�j��� provides pj degrees of
freedom for selecting a value of mi�� and so on�

Now
 some simpli�cations in describing Eb follow directly from the fact that the
congruence mi�� � mi �mod pv� implies mi�� � mi �mod pu� if u � v�

A base point isjs de�nes k � is � js � � congruences mi�� � mi �mod pk�js�i���
for all i � �is� k � js � ��� These segments with growing ends can intersect�
Given index i
 consider all such segments which contain i� If i belongs to several
segments
 that is
 if the congruences mi�� � mi appear several times
 then all
these congruences are absorbed by one of them modulo pk�js�i�� with the minimal
js
 i�e� with the maximal index s� Now it is clear that this �absorbing� exponent
js is equal to 
b�i�� If for some i no such congruence arises
 for uniformity we
may put formally such exponent to be equal to 
b�i� 	 k � i � �� this value
corresponds to the vacuous congruence mi�� � mi �mod p
��

Thus
 the reduced group G �
b
is speci�ed by the system of congruences

mi�� � mi �mod pk��b�i��i���� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� �������

which
 in fact
 have a sense if and only if 
b�i� � k � i� ��
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On the other hand
 according to the set of conditions Tb �see ��� ���� we know
that the multipliermi is de�ned modulo pk��b�i��i if 
b�i� � �� Butmi is certainly
de�ned modulo pk�i
 so that mi� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� is de�ned mod pk��b�i��i

regardless of whether 
b�i� 	 � or not�

Now
 according to ����
 congruence ������� for some index i may be replaced by
the corresponding equality if and only if either k�
b�i��i � k�
b�i��i��
 what
is impossible
 or k�
b�i���� �i��� � k�
b�i�� i��� i�e� 
b�i��� � 
b�i��
But 
b�i� is a decreasing function
 therefore the last inequality takes place if and
only if 
b�i � �� 	 
b�i�� In turn
 by the description of the function 
b�i� given
in �� 
 this is valid if and only if i � � �� b���� Thus
 we arrived at the following
statement�


� Proposition The reduced group G �
b
of the problem Pb is speci�ed by the

equalities

mi 	 mi�� �������

for all i� i 	 �� �� � � � � k � �� such that

i �� b��� and 
b�i� �� � k � i

and by the congruences

mi � mi�� �mod pk��b�i����i�

for the remaining i such that 
b�i� �� � k � i� �


�� Examples We consider a simple illustrating example for k 	 � and the
subproblem speci�ed by two base points �� and ��
 cf� Fig� �� The connection
sets satisfy the restrictions �R
��� �R�
� and ��R

�� By Theorem ��� we have
four congruences�

m� � m
 �mod p��� m� � m� �mod p�� m� � m� �mod p��� m� � m� �mod p��

Now the third congruence implies the second one� The multiplier m� is de�ned
modulo p
 whence the last congruence may be turned into an equality� Likewise

m� modulo p� transforms the third congruences into an equality� The invariance
condition ��R

� implies only that m
 is de�ned modulo p�� The multiplier
m� has the same domain� Thus
 no other reductions are possible and the �nal
restrictions are

m� 	 m� 	 m� and m� � m
 �mod p���

In other words
 denoting m� �	 m and m
 �	 m � lp� where m is modulo p�

and l is modulo p
 we obtain the group of all multiplier quadruples of the form
�m� lp�� m�m�m� with the element�wise multiplication�
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�
� oj 	 	 	

� oj  	 	

� oj �  	

� ��oj � 
� � ��o�o�o

j�i � � � � �

Figure �� The ��walk with b 	 f��� ��g

Note also �though
 as we know
 this is nonessential for enumeration� that in this
example the multipliers m� and m� are initially de�ned modulo p� and p respec�
tively� But in spite of that
 we need to consider their common value modulo p�

since they are equal to m�
 which is de�ned modulo p��

Similarly
 for the problem presented in Fig� �
 by Proposition ���
 we obtain�

m� 	 m� 	 m 	 m�� m� 	 m� and m� � m� �mod p���

Several useful properties follow directly from the above reasonings and some
evident properties of the monotone walks�


�� Corollary All reduced groups G �
b
�and problems Pb	 respectively� are

pairwise di�erent� In all but one cases the set of equalities ������� specifying G �
b
is

not empty �i�e� �b � k� and in all but one cases the number of these equalities is
less than k � � �i�e� �b � ��� More exactly	 the rank �b of G �

b
equals the number

of all �proper or improper� counterclockwise zigzag points of the walk Wb� �

The two exceptional cases mentioned in this corollary correspond to b 	 � and
b 	 f��g
 respectively�
As can be easily seen �cf� �DerZ��� and �MalW!���
 there are

�

k

�
k

r

��
k

r � �

�
mono�

tone k�walks having r counterclockwise zigzag points
 r 	 �� �� � � � � k� �these are
the so�called Narayana numbers�� Due to the last statement of the Corollary
 this
is the number of problems Pb with the reduced groups G �

b
of rank r�

The set of the remaining congruences specifying Pb is empty if and only if the
walk Wb is such that all its clockwise zigzag points lie on the main diagonal� Any
combinations are possible and each of them de�nes Wb� Therefore


�� Corollary There exist exactly �k�� subproblems which are speci�ed by
�diagonal� equalities ������� without congruences� �
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Let Hb denote the number of primary problems Qf covered by the problem Pb�
It can be easily calculated via 
b�i��

Hb 	
Y

i��b���

�
k � 
b�i�� i

�
�

The results of the case�by�case analysis of the subproblems for k � � are presented
in Table ��

k b 	 Tb� Hb Group G �
b

fijg indices �b Equalities Congruences
� � � � � � �
� � �� � � � �

�� � � � m� 	 m
 �
� � ��
�� � � � �

�� � � � m� 	 m� 	 m
 �
�� ��
�� � � m� 	 m
 �
�� �� � � m� 	 m� �
��
�� �� � � m� 	 m� m� � m
 �p�

� � ��
��
�� � � � �
�� �  � m� 	 m� 	 m� 	 m
 �
�� ��
��
�� � � m� 	 m� 	 m
 �
�� ��
��
�� � � m� 	 m
 �
�� �� � � m� 	 m� 	 m� �
�� ��
��
�� � � m� 	 m� �
�� ��
�� � � m� 	 m� �
��
�� �� � � m� 	 m� 	 m� m� � m
 �p��
��
�� ��
�� � � m� 	 m�� m� 	 m
 m� � m� �p�
��
�� �� � � m� 	 m� 	 m� m� � m
 �p�
��
�� ��
��
�� � � m� 	 m� m� � m
 �p�
��
�� ��
�� � � m� 	 m�� m� 	 m
 �
��
�� ��
�� � � m� 	 m� m� � m� �p�
��
��
�� ��
�� � � m� 	 m� m� � m� �p��

m� � m
 �p�

Table �� The subproblem list for counting pk�circulants
 k � �


�� Concluding remarks � Monotone lattice walks are usually considered
to go from the origin �� to kk in the positive directions over �or
 sometimes

under� the diagonal i 	 j� Of course
 we could �normalize� our descriptions by a
suitable change of variables in Theorem ���� But in the coordinates we use
 some
expressions obtained look more convenient�
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� In practice
 evidently
 it is more convenient to count orbits under restric�
tions having the form of equalities �invariance conditions� rather than inequali�
ties �such as �Rij��
 subtracting then the result from the total number� Thus
 the
subproblems under consideration should be
 in turn
 separated into intermediate
problems
 which can be combined by the inclusion#exclusion method� This takes
place even in the case of n 	 p� �see the next section��

� It is noteworthy that there is another connection between pk�circulants and
the classical Catalan numbers which has been recently established in �KliP�x��
Namely
 the number of certain �atomic sequences� important for constructing
the automorphism groups of such circulants turned out to be equal to Cat�k����

� Manipulating with lattice walks
 we introduced several simple notions similar
or equivalent to ones used actively in recent researches �cf�
 for example
 �Kra��a�

and �Kra��b��� One peculiarity is that we distinguish proper and improper points�
In particular
 the empty set b corresponds to the k�walkW
 possessing k improper
counterclockwise zigzag points� Instead
 in terms of the mentioned papers up to
the appropriate change of directions
 the empty set of south�east turns would
de�ne another over�diagonal lattice path from �k to k� having only one turn �in
kk��


 The considerations in this section re$ect an intrinsic splitting of the set of
pk�circulants into Cat�k� subsets in conformity with the isomorphism theorem�
The parametrization of these subsets by lattice walks will be
 hopefully
 useful
in investigating other combinatorial and algebraic properties of pk�circulants� Is
it possible to generalize these constructions �of course
 together with the isomor�
phism theorem� to other orders such as n 	 pkq �or
 more generally
 n 	 pkql�
with odd primes p and q�

	 Formulae for circulant graphs of order p
�

For completeness
 we describe brie$y how the approach of the preceeding section
can be applied to the case k 	 �� The proofs and other details can be found
in �KliLP�x��

�� For n 	 p� as we know
 two enumerative subproblems arise
 and they can
be resolved in the following way� Here we have two layers and two possible multi�
pliers m
 and m�� Count �rst the connection sets up to single�multiplier actions

i�e� assuming m� 	 m
� Let Ai�p

�� denote the corresponding number where
i � fd� u� t� sd� sug� But this count does not accurately re$ect the true contribu�
tion from the connection sets with �� � p��invariant ��layers� Let their number
calculated in this way be equal to Bi�p

��� Instead
 by isomorphism Theorem ���

in the case when

�� � p�X�
� 	 X�
� �R

�
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is valid
 multipliers m
 and m� are allowed to be independent
 i�e� we have here
the group ZZ�p� � ZZ

�
p�� Let Di�p

�� denote the number of its orbits
 i�e� the num�
ber which is to be correctly contributed instead of Bi�p

��� Let
 �nally
 Ci�p
��

be the required number of non�isomorphic circulants �in generic designations for
i � fd� u� t� sd� sug�� Then

Ci�p
�� 	 Ai�p

���Bi�p
�� �Di�p

��� � �����

Now the right�hand terms can be found by P�olya�s method applied to the appro�
priate groups of multipliers� Namely
 Ai�p

�� corresponds to the join

�ZZ�p��ZZ
�
p�� 	 �ZZ�p��ZZ

�
p� �
 �ZZ�p��ZZ

�
p��� � �����

Bi�p
�� corresponds to the join

�ZZ�p� �ZZ
�
p� �
 �ZZ�p��ZZ

�
p�� � �����

while Di�p
�� corresponds to the direct sum

�ZZ�p��ZZ
�
p�� �ZZ�p��ZZ

�
p�� � �����

Add also that in order to make these operations correct formally as they are
de�ned in ���
 we must use two disjoint copies of the set ZZ�p on which the group
ZZ

�
p� acts�

Now according to Lemma ��! we can easily �nd the cycle indices of the groups
with actions � �����
 � ����� and � ������ After several elementary transformations
we arrive at the polynomial

C�p��x�y� �	 �
p
Ip���x

p���� �
p
Ip���xy� � Ip���x�Ip���y� � �����

for directed circulants and the polynomial

C��p��x�y� �	 �
p
I p��

�
�xp���� �

p
I p��

�
�xy� � I p��

�
�x�I p��

�
�y� � ��� �

for undirected circulants� Both polynomials are in two sets of variables fx�� x�� � � �g
and fy�� y�� � � �g �cf� ����� Then for all �ve types of circulant graphs under con�
sideration
 the substitutions of variables similar to the ones used in Sections �
and � yield the following result�

�� Theorem �KliLP�x�

cd�p
�� t� 	 C�p��x�y�jfxr	���tr� yr	���tprgr��������

cu�p
�� t� 	 C��p��x�y�jfxr	���t�r� yr	���t�prgr��������

Ct�p
�� 	 C�p��x�y�jfxr	�
� yr	�
gr even� fx�r	��� y�r 	��gr odd

Csd�p
�� 	 C�p��x�y�jfxr	�
� yr	�
gr odd� fxr	��� yr	��gr even

Csu�p
�� 	 C��p��x�y�jfxr	�
� yr	�
gr odd� fxr	��� yr	��gr even �

There are some interesting interrelations and consequences of the above formulae

for which we refer to the paper �KliLP�x��
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 Numerical results

Tables � and � contain new values obtained by the above formulae together with
values taken from numerous previous publications �see �Dav ��
 �Tur !�
 �Als!��

�ChaW!��
 �ChaW���
 �ChiL� �
 �McKR���
 �Ray��� and �FarKM�����

n Cd�n� Cu�n� Csu�n� Csd�n� Ct�n� C

d�n�

� � � � � � �
�  � � � � �
! �� � � � � �
� �� � � � �
�� ��� � � � � �
�� ��� �� � �  �
�� ��!� �� � �� � 
�! ��� � � �� � � 
�� �� ��  � � �� �� ��
�� ���! ��� � �� ��
�� ���!� ��� � �� �� ��
�� ������ ��� ! ��� ���
�� ���!��� ���� �� �� �� ���
�� ��!��� � ���� � ��� ��� ����
� � �
�! � �� �� �� !�� !�� !���
� � �
�� � ����� � � �!� � �� � ���
� � �
��  !��!��� �� � !����� � ����!� ����!�

Table �� Numbers of circulant n�graphs
 n odd

Our calculations in both tables for undirected graphs were checked by the un�
published tables composed by B� D� McKay �McK��� for the values of Cu�n�N�
and of the corresponding Au�n�N� �see � �������

C

d�n� in Table � denotes the number of n�circulants having no automorphism

outside of Z�n�� Their values �which are known only for prime n 	 p and
are unexpectedly close to those of Ct�n�� have been taken from �ChiL� �� Evi�
dently
 Ct�n� � Csu�n� � Csd�n�� But for n 	 p
 this becomes equality as shown
in �ChiL� �� In other words
 any self�complementary circulant p�graph is a tour�
nament unless it is symmetric� One can also observe that self�complementary
graphs are very rare among undirected circulants� In fact
 nonzero values of
Csu�n� �cf� also Remark ����� grow approximately as �

n��
�
n	

� 
 what is much

slower than the growth of the other four quantities�
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�n Cd��n� Cu��n�
� � �
 �� �
�� ��� ��
�� ���� ��
�� ���
�� ����� �� 
� �!�!��� ����
��  !������ �! �
�� �� �!���� � � �
�� � �����
�� � ������
� � ! � ��

Table �� Numbers of circulant �n�graphs
 n odd

The values ��
 �� and �� �� appear repeatedly in di�erent columns of Table � in
conformity with Corollary ����

For n 	 p�
 separate contributions by formula � ����� can be seen in Table � �it
is reproduced here from �KliLP�x��� Missing entries in it are too large to be in�
cluded� The value sizes show spectacularly that
 in comformity with Theorem ���

�Bi �Di is only a slight correction term to the main contribution Ai�

According to Table �
 Bu��� 	 Du���� This agrees with the well�known fact �P�al�!�
that � is one of three exceptional values of n for which the conjecture A�n� holds
for undirected circulants though does not hold for all circulants �the other two
values are � and ����
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p
Funct� � � ! �� �� �! ��
Cd�p

�� �� ������  !��!��� �� � � � � �
Ad�p

�� �� ������  !��!��� �� � � � � �
Bd�p

�� �� !� !�� ���� � ������� � �
Dd�p

�� � � �� ��  � ������ � �
Cu�p

�� � ��� !����� � � � �
Au�p

�� � ��� !��� � � � � �
Bu�p

�� � �� �� ��� !�� ���� �����
Du�p

�� � � �  � �� ��� � ��
Csu�p

�� � ! � � � ��������� � �
Asu�p

�� � � � � � ��������� � �
Bsu�p

�� � � � � �� �� �
Dsu�p

�� � � � � � � �
Csd�p

�� � ��� ����!� � � � �
Asd�p

�� � �� ������ � � � �
Bsd�p

�� �  �� ��� �� ���� ���!�
Dsd�p

�� � � � �  � ��� ���
Ct�p

�� � ��� ����!� � � � �
At�p

�� � ��� ������ � � � �
Bt�p

�� � � �� ��� ��� ��� ���!�
Dt�p

�� � � � � � �� ���

Table �� Numbers of circulant p��graphs and contributions
 p prime
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